**Academic Affairs Research Newsletter Guidelines**

**Quarterly Schedule**

- **Spring** – March Issue (for work published October 1 to December 31)
- **Summer** – May Issue (for work published January 1 to March 31)
- **Fall** – August Issue (for work published April 1 to June 30)
- **Winter** – November Issue (for work published July 1 to September 30)

**Books (only when published, not forthcoming):**

First name, Last name (Dept.). *Full Title* (City ST: Publisher, year). One or two brief sentences describing the work. Brief description if the total word-count is within the 90-word limit.


**Journal Articles and Book Chapters**

First name, Last name (Dept.). Names of the authors in as they appear in the publication (abbreviate where possible and underline WSUV authors’ names but not use bold). Year. “Full title of Article in Quotation Marks.” *Journal title* volume/#: pages. Brief description if the total word-count is within the 90-word limit.

John Bishop (Biology).

Susan Finley (Education).

**Conference Presentations, Exhibits, Invited Lectures**

Continuous prose paragraph with WSUV authors and presenters in bold, first name and last name, (department), giving title of presentation in quotation marks, name of conference, place, date. Presentations with multiple WSUV presenters should be combined into one entry. Multiple presentations at one conference by one WSUV should be combined into one entry. The total number of words should be kept below 90.

Revised February 2012
Jane Cote and Claire Latham (both Accounting) were invited presenters at the First Global Faculty Conference on Giving Voice to Values: Teaching, Learning, and Research, June 13-14, 2011. They presented their research study, coauthored with Debra Sanders (Accounting), on “Giving Voice to Values: Examining the Process from Training to Activation”. This study investigates an innovation in ethical decision making training.

❖ Funded Research

First name, Last name.

WSUV PI/Co-PI names, non-WSUV Co-PI names indicate by et.al. Funding agency and $$ funding amount for award period. Brief description if the total word-count is within the 90-word limit. **Note you will be notified by email if you have an award that is eligible to be included in this funded research section.

Brian Tissot, Emily Munday, DOC-NOAA - $90,000

Effects of venting, decompression and holding on coral reef fish in the aquarium trade in Hawaii

Trade in live coral reef species for the aquarium trade is a large global industry that directly affects reef health. There are few management restrictions for the harvest of aquarium fish and no studies on mortality after fish are removed from the reef and transported in the supply chain to the consumer. We will examine fish health and mortality from the reef to holding facilities.